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1) Have any data been collected for this study already?

No, no data have been collected for this study yet.

2) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?

To what extent does the source of a news headline affect how credible people find that headline? More specifically, how much do the perceived

journalistic integrity of a headline’s source, and the match between the source’s perceived political orientation and people’s own political orientation affect

how likely people are to believe a headline is real news rather than fake news?

3) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.

Subjects will rate how credible they think 50 randomly ordered news headlines are. Specifically, subjects will rate each headline on a scale from 1

(definitely fake news) to 5 (definitely real news). We will also measure subjects’ political orientation. Subjects will rate how they identify politically on a

scale from 1 (very conservative) to 5 (very liberal). (See also Section 8 for more information.)

4) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?

We have five within-subject “source” conditions. Each headline will be attributed to no particular source, or one of four particular sources that vary in

perceived journalistic integrity and political orientation: New York Times (higher integrity, left oriented), Fox News (higher integrity, right oriented), Occupy

Democrats (lower integrity, left oriented), Breitbart (lower integrity, right oriented). All subjects will see 10 headlines attributed to each of these sources.

Source-headline parings will be counterbalanced across subjects. We will group subjects by their reported political identity, classifying them as

“conservative” if they rate themselves 1 or 2, “moderate” if 3, or “liberal” if 4 or 5.

5) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.

Our primary analysis will be a factorial ANOVA on mean credibility ratings. Political orientation will function as a between-subjects factor with 3 levels

(conservative, moderate, liberal). Headline source will function as a within-subject factor with 5 levels (unspecified, high-left, high-right, low-left, low-right).

6) Describe exactly how outliers will be defined and handled, and your precise rule(s) for excluding observations.

We do not plan to exclude outliers. We will visually inspect data prior to analyses to get a sense of distributions. If these distributions reveal outliers that

are likely to significantly alter the results, we will run analyses with and without these outliers — reporting both for transparency. We will potentially

exclude data from any subject who meets one or more of these criteria: does not finish the survey, responds incorrectly to either of our two attention

checks, reports they looked up any of the headlines. We will run analyses with and without these exclusions — reporting both for transparency.

7) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the

number will be determined.

We will collect data from two subject pools, including the UL Lafayette student subject pool and the online subject pool Mechanical Turk. We aim to collect

data from as many students as we can over the course of the Spring 2018 semester; students will be able to complete the study online. In prior work, this

approach typically results in a sample size of approximately 100. We aim to boost this sample with at least as many Mechanical Turk subjects, but this

number is ultimately dependent on availability of funding.

8) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., secondary analyses, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)

We will ask subjects to indicate if they are a member of the Republican party, the Democratic party, or neither/other; and subjects will complete the Social

Dominance Orientation scale (Pratto, Sidanius, Stallworth, & Malle, 1994). We include these additional measures for exploratory purposes. To characterise

our sample, we will ask basic demographic questions: age, gender, and primary language. To determine whether to exclude subjects’ data we will include

two attention check items among the headlines, formatted the same but specifying the response subjects should select for that item, and later we will ask

subjects if they looked up any of the headlines (yes/no). We will also include four exploratory questions: subjects will rate how familiar they are with each

of the four news sources from 1 (extremely familiar) to 5 (not at all familiar), report the extent to which they think their ratings of the headlines were

influenced by knowing their source from 1 (a great deal) to 5 (not at all), and say (in open-ended questions) what they think the study was about, and what

results they think we are expecting to find. We will conduct exploratory analyses to see how these additional variables relate to our dependent measure,

but they are not our primary interest. We will report these exploratory analyses separately, for transparency.
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